STARTING ALL OVER AGAIN
Making and Remaking a Living
on (he Atlantic Coast of Nicaragua

Ronnie Vernooy

STELLINGEN
1. Life (for a researcher) is full of surprises.
2. Seeing hurricane Joan as a social drama of major dimensions
served as a window on the specific features of the making and
remaking of coastal history, as a unexpected clear view on the key
aspects of livelihood in the region.
3. Examining how people shape their life-worlds, or at least try to
do so, requires that we analyze not only material elements, but
also cultural forms and the ways these inform and are informed by
production.
4. As, among others, Henrietta Moore and Diana Wolf have stressed,
the argument that there may exist important differences among
operational units should be amplified. Frequently, these so-called
units are themselves internally structured by (unequal) socioeconomic, age, and gender relations that, moreover, may change over
time.
5. Many aspects of the assumed logic of the reactivation and
reconstruction program, including the no-burning decree, were
disputed by the farmers. These protests could be seen as a form of
collective
resistance
to
the
forces
of
regulation
and
institutionalization exercised by the regional government and the
emergency committee.
6. Women and their voices were almost completely absent from the
post-hurricane encounters which is, considering the key role of
women in the organization of production, all the more striking. The
reconstruction program did little to contribute to changing gender
roles that inform policy-making processes.
7. The debate about prices and the related question of free trade
became a means to define or redefine the configuration of political
power and authority at the regional level. Hence, the importance of
a political analysis of commoditization, price regulation, and the
workings of the market.
8. Our analysis reveals the fundamental contradiction underlying
the attempt by a neo-liberal government to plan a so-called free
market.
9. "The work of the campesino is hard. Working daily in the fields,
fighting against the insects and snakes, coming home dirty and not
having a chance to take a shower while having to wash your trousers
for next day's work before going to sleep. City life is much more
comfortable." (Bernardo, a farmer from San Mariano)
10. The three case studies of rural enterprises show both the
diversity and fragility of production practices in the Bluefields
hinterland.

11. "This load of business that you see today that looks like a
country that the people losing their head." (Ray Collins, a trader
from Bluefields)
12. The stories of many women
business is not just a means
them, trading has become a way
figuratively, to defend other

merchants suggest that getting into
to provide three meals a day. For
to create space, both literally and
than mere economic interests.

13. The labour history of Santiago Rivas opens the route for the
silent voices, for the thousand-and-one coastal stories that still
need to be recorded and analyzed. These stories should show how the
individual and collective efforts of men and women to solve
livelihood
problems
both
structure
and
are
structured
by
supraregional forces.
14. "I told him that I work with the machete in the same way as the
men do and that I have the right to have my own parcel." (Teresa,
a farmer from San Mariano)
15. It rains a lot in Bluefields.
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1. "PLEASE COME BACK TO BLUEFIELDS

Oh beautiful, beautiful home Bluefields,
teardrops are falling for you.
But I know that tomorrow you will be different,
you will be Bluefields again.
Please come back, please come back to Bluefields,
please come back to Bluefields and me...
Dimension Costena "Bella Bluefields"
1

Introduction
Life (for a researcher) is full of surprises. On the evening of the 21 October 1988,
six weeks after I had settled down in the Atlantic coastal town of Bluefields,
Nicaragua was hit by a hurricane. For 24 long and memorable hours, "Joan," as it
was baptized, raged over the country from east to west, leaving behind a path of
desolation, chaos and destruction. Corn Island, the harbour El Bluff, Rama Cay,
Bluefields and its hinterland were blown away by the unchained forces of wind and
water. Damages in the interior and Pacific departments were considerable. The
following morning, when I came out of what was left of Bluefields' cultural centre
where we had passed the horrible night, my first thought was that I was happy to
be alive. So were the men, women and children with whom I shared this unforeseen
and dramatic experience.
Once recovered from the shock, I realized that the coming and going of "Joan"
forced us to rethink the research project that we had started only a few weeks
earlier. After consulting "home," my co-researchers, the directors of the Research
and Documentation Center of the Atlantic Coast in Managua and Bluefields, and
Norman Long, I decided not to abandon the work. Inspired by the efforts of the
people around us to rebuild what was on the ground and restore what had been
lost, we set ourselves the goal of documenting this troublesome process of returning
to normal life — becoming beautiful, beautiful Bluefields again, as the song written
in memory of the hurricane by the popular local reggae band Dimension Costena
says. Seeing Joan as a social drama of major dimensions, we hypothesized that it
could serve as a window on the specific features of the making and remaking of
coastal history, as an unexpected, clear view of the key aspects of livelihood in the
region. Looking back on the research carried out on the basis of this assumption,
I believe that we made the right decision.
Taking the situation created by Joan as a new point of departure, this thesis
documents and analyzes a series of interrelations between economic, political,
gender and cultural aspects of livelihood on the Atlantic Coast of Nicaragua. I use

2

Chapter 1

the notion of interrelations to emphasize that the cultural construction of meaning
and how it works in practice has as much to do with political and economic
interests as the political economy is about conflicts over values and symbols. Thus
my aim is to criticize simplistic materialist and cultural explanations that tend to
reduce social realities to the imperatives of one dimension or a single driving force
(Ortner 1984: 148), explanations that also tend to dismiss the multitude of voices
in society and history, an important insight that feminist and post-modernist authors
have brought to centre stage (Braidotti 1991; Seidman and Wagner 1992). What I
am interested in then, is how people attribute meanings to things, events, actions,
themselves and others and how these meanings relate to material aspects of
personal life and society, without assuming an hierarchical order between culture
and material aspects.
I pay special attention to the ways in which the coastal people deal with events
that cause major disruption in their efforts to make a living, represented during the
last decade by the devastating Contra war (1981-1990), hurricane Joan (1988), and,
most recently, the so-called "electoral earthquake" of 1990 that brought an end to
eleven years of Frente Sandinista de Liberaci6n Nacional (FSLN) government.
These social discontinuities force us to look at the particular, albeit changing, forms
of social organization, political struggle and cultural expression that coastal men,
women and children use to solve livelihood problems. In other words, I try to find
answers to the question of how the coastal people draw upon certain personal and
social resources of a region (and country) whose biography is maybe best
characterized as a series of social dramas and discontinuities. Focusing on one
particular zone, Bluefields and its hinterland, this thesis is intended to provide a
detailed account of how people make and remake their own histories, wiping their
eyes to start once again on the road to a better life. The histories contain both
similarities and differences as people give different material forms and interpretations to the effort of "starting all over again."
2

These histories do not stand on their own as, over time, political and socioeconomic forces operating outside the area have engendered transformations in
coastal society. Although the Atlantic Coast has been and continues to be very
much an isolated and unknown region, its population has not remained untouched
by the forces of the world economy, international political and military events, and
the expansion of the means of communication. Throughout this thesis, we will see
how coastal people have felt and dealt with these influences, appropriating,
rejecting or adjusting themselves to them.
Before presenting the different issues or problems through which we will look
at coastal livelihood and history, I will briefly outline the general sociological
approach of our research. To investigate the regional and local forms of livelihood,
including planning and policymaking, we have made use of the analytical and
methodological framework for regional analysis developed by Roberts and Long
(1984), but putting emphasis on the interests, interpretations and livelihood
practices of social actors (Long 1984, 1989). This entails documentation and
analysis, not only of the social and economic features and impact of production,
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distribution and consumption and of the political conditions that influence these,
but also of gender and cultural factors that structure how individuals and groups
or classes make sense of their worlds and perceive themselves vis-a-vis others within
their social environment. It means looking in detail at how people attempt to solve
problems and make their own hisiory, individually and collectively, and how the
wider social context both constrains and enables them to do this (Giddens 1979:5095,1987: 10-11). In other words, my goal is to contribute to the development of a
broad actor-oriented political economy perspective (i.e., embracing the insights of
gender and culture studies) applied to regional issues.
To make use of this approach regarding Atlantic coastal society, I assume that
the political economy of this region can best be seen as a product of an historical
process of specific, locally generated forces and of people's accommodation of and
resistance to broader processes of influence that have become and continue to
become integral parts of everyday life-worlds. As Long (1984: 8) has argued, when
we look at specific regions in Third World societies, such an assumption runs
parallel to the idea that the worldwide, historical expansion of capitalism is a highly
diversified process. This implies that we should analyze differences between or
within areas partly as the result of already existing circumstances and partly as the
outcome of the ways in which capitalist forces are influenced by local material,
cultural and organizational forms and the actions of particular individuals, groups
and classes that are informed by gender, ethnicity, race, sexuality and age (Seidman
1992: 47-81). Following Marcus and Fischer (1986: 77-78), we may conclude that
such an approach means a challenge — an invitation to experiment— for ethnography, both concerning fieldwork and the writing of a text (a monograph or
thesis):
Ethnography thus must be able to capture more accurately the historic
context of its subjects, and to register the constitutive workings of the
impersonal international political and economic systems on the local level
where fieldwork usually takes place. These workings can no longer be
accounted for as merely external impacts upon local, self-contained cultures.
Rather, external systems have their thoroughly local definition and
penetration, and are formative of the symbols and shared meanings within
the most intimate life-worlds of ethnographic subjects.

Although hurricane Joan significantly reshaped the course of our fieldwork, we did
not lose sight of the original theoretical framework, methodology and research goals
nor the historical and political context in which the project had been and was to be
developed. In fact, apart from academic interests, we carried out our work with
the intention of contributing to the autonomy process in the region, in which the
Research and Documentation Center of the Atlantic Coast (CIDCA Centro de
Investigacionesy Documentaci6n de la Costa Atlantica) and my co-researcherswere
energetically involved.
The theoretical and practical implications of the autonomy project and the set
of interrelated research topics that were engendered during our fieldwork have
been the decisive factors for the elaboration of the theoretical debates upon which
3

Chapter 1

4

I focus in this thesis. These debates relate to current discussions in Nicaraguan
academic and political settings and to discussions in academic circles outside
Nicaragua, among others, at the Agricultural University of Wageningen. I return
to these theoretical aspects in the last section of this chapter with regard to such
questions as poKcymaking and development planning, commoditization and
(agrarian) transition processes. However, first I will explain how this thesis is
structured, presenting the dynamics, concrete themes and methodological tools of
our research. I hope this will clarify how the fieldwork has informed the theoretical
and methodological questions of this thesis as much as theory and methodology
have influenced the course of the fieldwork.
Autonomy and the Research and Documentation Center of the Atlantic Coast
In September 1987, the Nicaragua's National Assembly approved the Autonomy
Law (Statute for the autonomy of the regions of the Atlantic Coast, law number 28
published in La Gaceta on 30 October 1987). For the first time in the history of
Nicaragua the people from the coastal littoral were granted the specific right to
maintain and develop their cultural identities — encompassing language, religion
and art — and particular forms of social organization. Moreover, the autonomy law
stated that the coastal communities and ethnic groups should participate in the
design of (new) plans for the use of the region's natural resources. The plans were
to include decisions concerning the reinvestment of profits both in the coastal
region and the country at large.
Approval of the Autonomy Law was the result of a complex process of
deliberations and negotiations between the FSLN and the people of the Atlantic
region. This process had its roots in a series of political and military events that
occurred in the period from 1981 to 1983. These events were an expression of
different ideas and interests with regard to the Sandinist project of national unity
and social transformation of the Nicaraguan society — internally, between the
FSLN and the different ethnic groups on the coast and, externally, between the
FSLN and the government of the USA which showed an increasingly hostile
attitude toward the Sandinists. Faced with an accumulation of conflicts and
problems, under pressure by demands from the coastal people and motivated to
find a solution, the FSLN government recognized the unique history and nature of
coastal society and the need to develop new ideas and implement a particular policy
for the region.
4

In light of this process, the CEDCA constituted in 1981, came to play a role of
importance. Initially focusing on aspects of history and culture, from 1983 onward
CIDCA developed an approach that viewed the Atlantic region as a whole, as a
socioeconomic formation with special characteristics. Based on this approach, the
centre raised a number of research questions concerning the relations between
political, socioeconomic and cultural elements. However, its interest was not only
basic research. Of equal importance was the collaboration of the centre with
government and nongovernmental organizations involved in the design and execution of projects that could improve local conditions, raise technical and political
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capabilities of the regional population and stimulate participation of men and
women in microlevel plans and programs. After approbation of the Autonomy Law,
these goals gained even more significance.
In 1987, within this context, cooperation between CIDCA and the Department
of Rural Sociology of the Wageningen Agricultural University was initiated, aimed
at strengthening the basic and applied work of the research centre in the fields of
socioeconomic research and development planning. Following the guidelines of
CIDCA Norman Long and I began to write a proposal for a research project that
would: provide a detailed analysis of regional forms of production; and contribute
to the design of regional development plans that would take into account the
particular ecological, ethnic and ideological characteristics that are absent in
planning models in capitalist market economies. At the beginning of 1988, our
efforts resulted in a final proposal entitled "Autonomy and local-level development:
the Atlantic Coast of Nicaragua." At the end of July 1988, with this document in
my suitcase, I travelled to Nicaragua to start the project. After a period of
preparation of about six weeks at the CIDCA head office in Managua, I arrived in
Bluefields where I was welcomed by colleagues from the regional CIDCA office
and by a refreshing tropical rain. Another five weeks passed before Joan changed,
once and for all, the research destination.
5
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Research subjects and structure of the thesis
We followed post-hurricane events for three years, from the end of October 1988
to November 1991. The directions in which we looked through our research window
and the techniques we used were very much guided by what we saw and by whom
we met during this period. In other words, research topics were built upon our
second-start interest theme, that is, the various ways in which people dealt with the
hurricane and post-hurricane events. Initially, we focused on the area that was most
affected by Joan: the Bluefields hinterland. The sequence of research issues, as they
were generated in practice (rather than on paper), forms one of the cornerstones
of this thesis. In this section, I provide a more detailed account of the nature of this
research process and how it informs the logic of this book.
Apart from this introductory chapter and a concluding discussion (Chapter 8),
I have divided this thesis into three parts of two chapters each. These six chapters
make up a collection of interrelated questions. In Part I, Making a living in the
hinterland, our attention is on the dispersed rural enterprises and households that
can be found in the hinterland of Bluefields. I document and analyze how they tried
to reorganize production after the hurricane and how this was influenced by the
reconstruction program of the former Sandinist government to deal with the chaos
and destruction caused by Joan. In Part II, Doing business in town, my focus moves
to the urban context of Bluefields. Here, the small-scale commercial activities and
enterprises are of main interest. I also look at the fundamental contradictions
concerning the attempt of the regional government (elected in 1991) of the Union
Nacional Opositora (UNO) to regulate what it called "free trade" in the region
7

